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Welcome to our special ISBN application process for South African authors! My
name is Dave and I am part of a team of publishing professionals that guide

authors through their own book publishing process, from start to finish. 
 

This ISBN service helps you to apply for and receive your very own 13-digit ISBN
number. Important to note, this ISBN number will not provide any extra copyright

protection for you as the author. It will however make getting your book into
retail stores that much easier.

 
I know what you are wondering...and yes, this really is a free service. I do get the

suspicion. The team and I are truly passionate about guiding serious authors
through the daunting process of publishing a book. We offer professional

publishing packages for those of you needing a helping hand. 
 

Ready to get your book-baby it's birth certificate? Let's go.
 

DAVE HENDERSON
First Friendly Face
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We are not affiliated with the National Library of South
Africa (NLSA). We are an author-loving bunch of introverts
who survive on donations of       

Allow at least 19 days for your application to be completed.

Copies of your physical book must be posted to
these NLSA Legal deposits once printed.

Only one application per author at a time. 

South African authors only. You will need to provide
valid South African address and contact details.

Don't duplicate your application! Either apply through us
or the NLSA. Not both.

Important
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This can take up to 19 days to complete.
Share your new ISBN with your book designer. 
Thank us by leaving a review on our Google page.

 Review on Google

RECEIVE your ISBN numbers03

Courier copies to the National Library legal deposits. 
Let us know if we can refer you to our trusted printing partners?

PRINT copies of your paperback

RELAX you got this 

How the 
Magic Happens

Need more publishing help? Check out our author publishing packages.

Publishing Packages

Online ISBN Application

COMPLETE our online ISBN application
We think it's totally awesome.

02

READ through this ISBN advice document
Seriously. Please do. 
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Common ISBN
Questions

02

You ISBN application will take at least 19 days to find it's way back to you.
With public holiday and acts of God this can sometimes take a little longer.

How long will my ISBN application take?

01 What is an ISBN number?
An ISBN is simply a product identifier used by publishers, booksellers,
libraries and internet retailers for ordering, listing, sales records and stock
control purposes. 

03 Why did the NLSA reject my application?

The most common reason the National Library rejects your application is that
you had an application for a previous title where copies of that book were not
shared with the required legal deposits. Naughty author.

04
Yup. Our National Library expects to receive copies of your physical book,
regardless of whether you plan on printing 1, 100 or 1000 copies. 

I really have to courier copies to the National Library?
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05 Can you help me with more than just the ISBN?
We would love to! ISBNs are just the tip of the self-publishing iceberg. We love
guiding authors through the entire journey, from draft through to polished
paperback and eBook editions. 

Legal Deposit Locations

Our Publishing Packages
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https://myebook.online/ebook-faqs

https://myebook.online/learn
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https://myebook.online/community

https://myebook.online/NLSA-Legal-deposit-locations.pdf

Click
those
links!

https://myebook.online/isbn

Our free online ISBN application form

National Library legal deposit locations

http://bookow.com/resources.php 

Looking for a matching barcode for your ISBN?
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Common ePublishing questions & answers
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Want to thank us? (Leave a review...)  2

Want to learn more about publishing?6

Don't
forget to
follow us!

Find author communities online7

Lekker
Links
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SINGLE
STEP

SINGLE
STEP

3 STEP
PACKAGE

Need more help?

Our Publishing Packages

We offer single steps as well as guided packages to authors.

eBook Conversion

Amazon Warrior Package

Book Interior for Print

Create your Amazon-compatible eBook 

Front cover design
Reflowable eBook edition
Publishing of eBook to Amazon

Professional interior layout of your book

Need Reach?

Want to be an Amazon Warrior?

Stand Out On the Shelf

Starting from R1900 for fiction +R1500 for non-fiction 

Starting from R9200 for fiction +R1380 for non-fiction 

Starting from R5150 for fiction +R1100 for non-fiction 

1.
2.
3.
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